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ABSTRACT

Objective: To analyze the outcomes of sequential or sandwich chemotherapy (ChT) and 
radiotherapy (RT) in patients with node-positive endometrial cancer (EC).
Methods: Data from 4 centers were collected retrospectively for 179 patients with stage IIIC 
EC treated with postoperative RT and ChT (paclitaxel and carboplatin). Patients were either 
treated with 6 cycles of ChT followed by RT (sequential arm; 96 patients) or with 3 cycles of 
ChT, RT, and an additional 3 cycles of ChT (sandwich arm; 83 patients). Prognostic factors 
affecting overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) were analyzed.
Results: The 5-year OS and PFS rates were 64% and 59%, respectively, with a median follow-
up of 41 months (range, 5–167 months). The 5-year OS rates were significantly higher in the 
sandwich than sequential arms (74% vs. 56%; p=0.03) and the difference for 5-year PFS rates 
was nearly significant (65% vs. 54%; p=0.05). In univariate analysis, treatment strategy, 
age, International Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage, pathology, rate 
of myometrial invasion, and grade were prognostic factors for OS and PFS. In multivariate 
analysis, non-endometrioid histology, advanced FIGO stage, and adjuvant sequential ChT 
and RT were negative predictors for OS, whereas only non-endometrioid histology was a 
prognostic factor for PFS.
Conclusion: Postoperative adjuvant ChT and RT for stage IIIC EC patients, either given 
sequentially or sandwiched, offers excellent clinical efficacy and acceptably low toxicity. Our 
data support the superiority of the sandwich regimen compared to the sequential strategy in 
stage IIIC EC patients for OS.
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INTRODUCTION

Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most common gynecological cancer and the fourth most 
common cancer in the female population [1,2]. Most patients with EC are diagnosed at an 
early stage and have a good prognosis with 5-year survival rates of 80%–85% [3,4]. However, 
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patients with lymph node metastasis (stage IIIC) represent the most common subgroup of 
locally advanced disease, which accounts for 8%–10% of all EC cases [5,6].

The primary treatment option for stage IIIC disease is total hysterectomy with bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy and pelvic/para-aortic lymph node dissection. The recurrence rates are 
high in locally advanced disease with survival rates of 30%–89% for patients with stage III and 
0%–10% for those with stage IV diseases [7,8]. Because local recurrence and distant metastasis 
rates are higher in patients with stage IIIC disease, many efforts have been made to improve 
the prognosis in these patients. Adjuvant radiotherapy (RT) is a common approach to treat 
patients with locally advanced EC [9,10]. However, higher rates of distant metastasis increase 
concerns regarding insufficiency of RT for distant disease control. Although chemotherapy 
(ChT) reduces the risk of distant metastasis, local and regional relapse rates are higher with 
adjuvant ChT alone [7,11]. The use of a combination of ChT and RT is more effective compared 
to either modality alone [12]. Results of a pooled analysis of 2 randomized trials demonstrated 
the efficacy of ChT and RT delivered sequentially for high-risk EC patients [13].

The major concern regarding combined ChT and RT is the optimal timing of ChT and RT to 
alleviate toxicity. For example, patients receiving ChT initially may develop toxicity, and their 
capacity to complete RT may be compromised [14]. Conversely, when RT is administered first, 
patients may be more susceptible to tumor progression located away from irradiation fields 
prior to ChT [15]. Therefore, studies have evaluated if the particular sequence in which adjuvant 
therapy is administered can mitigate toxicity and improve patient outcomes [12,14-19]. By 
modifying the timing of ChT and RT, the toxicities may theoretically be more manageable, thus 
facilitating the administration of both treatments properly [17,19-21]. Adjuvant ChT and RT may 
be delivered sequentially. One such approach, the “sandwich” method, involves adjuvant ChT 
followed by RT and subsequent ChT. The sandwich approach potentially confers a prognostic 
benefit compared to conventional sequential administration of ChT and RT with high efficacy 
and manageable toxicity. A series of studies support the sandwich method for the treatment 
of stage III EC and report 3-year progression-free survival (PFS) rates of 53%–80% and 3-year 
overall survival (OS) rates of 52%–90% [14,18,20-22]. However, most of these studies evaluated 
heterogeneous patient population including EC patients with high risk features with different 
pathologies, treatment modalities and with relatively limited patient number. There is limited 
data about the feasibility of adjuvant combined ChT and RT, and also sequencing the treatment 
modalities in EC patients with lymph node metastasis.

The optimal sequence of administering ChT and RT for stage IIIC EC patients, either 
sequentially or sandwiched, remains controversial. No prospective study has compared 
outcomes across these available sequences of ChT and RT in the adjuvant treatment of stage 
IIIC EC patients. In the absence of available prospective data, we sought to analyze the 
outcomes of sequential or sandwich ChT and RT in node-positive EC patients. Additionally, 
prognostic factors for stage IIIC patients treated with combined ChT and RT were assessed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Patient selection
Electronically stored clinical data for 259 EC patients with International Federation of 
Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) stage IIIC disease treated between 2000 and 2016 at 
4 different university hospitals were retrospectively reviewed. All patients were surgically 
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staged with total hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, and bilateral pelvic 
and para-aortic lymph node dissection. The inclusion criteria were FIGO stage IIIC (IIIC1 
with pelvic lymph node metastasis and IIIC2 with para-aortic lymph node metastasis), 
postoperative adjuvant ChT and RT, and ChT regimen including paclitaxel and carboplatin. 
After initial analysis, 66 patients were excluded because they were treated with adjuvant RT 
only and 14 patients were excluded because they received an adjuvant ChT protocol other 
than paclitaxel and carboplatin. Finally, 179 patients were evaluated to assess the effects of 
sequential versus sandwich treatment protocols.

2. Treatment protocol
All patients were treated according to their clinicians' practices and department policies. 
Patients commenced the ChT regimen within 2–3 weeks of surgery. The ChT regimen 
included carboplatin (area under curve 5 or 6) and paclitaxel (175 mg/m2) every 21 days. The 
sequence of adjuvant ChT and RT was determined using the difference between the time to 
initiation of adjuvant ChT and RT. Two groups were created: those with ChT followed by RT 
(sequential arm) and those with sandwiched ChT and RT (sandwich arm). In the sandwich 
protocol, patients received 3 cycles of ChT followed by RT and an additional 3 cycles of 
ChT. In the sequential arm, patients completed 6 cycles of ChT followed by RT. All patients 
received adjuvant TC in both the sequential and sandwich protocols.

All patients were treated with external beam RT using a total dose of 50.4 Gy to the pelvis 
over 5 weeks with a daily fraction size of 1.8 Gy using 18 or 25 MV photon energies. RT 
was delivered with 3-dimensional conformal technique (3DCRT) in 118 patients (66%) or 
intensity-modulated RT in 61 patients (34%). In 3DCRT technique, RT was administered 
via a 4-field technique employing an 18-MV linear accelerator with custom multi-leaf 
collimation blocking with conventional fractionation delivers in 25–28 days. The treatment 
fields either encompassed the pelvic lymphatics or pelvic and paraaortic (PA) lymphatics 
starting from T12–L1 interspace cranially. In patients with PA lymph node metastasis, PA 
fields were irradiated routinely. The addition of vaginal cuff brachytherapy (BRT) was left to 
the discretion of the treating physician. Median total external RT dose was 50.4 Gy (range, 
40–50.4 Gy). The median total BRT and fraction BRT doses for those who received vaginal 
BRT were 18 Gy (range, 12–28 Gy) and 6 Gy (range, 3–7 Gy), respectively.

Treatment toxicities were assessed according to “Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse 
Events” version 4.0. Radiation related gastrointestinal system (GIS), genitourinary system 
(GUS) [23], and hematologic toxicities were analyzed. Additionally, treatment breaks during 
RT delivery were assessed.

3. Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using standard software (SPSS version 20; SPSS 
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The primary outcomes of interest were OS and PFS. Time to death 
or progression was calculated as the period from date of diagnosis to date of death or first 
clinical or imaging evidence of disease recurrence. Both OS and PFS rates were estimated 
by the Kaplan-Meier method. Age (<60 years vs. ≥60 years), FIGO stage (IIIC1 vs. IIIC2), 
tumor grade (G1–2 vs. G3), histology (endometrioid vs. non-endometrioid), myometrial 
invasion (<50% vs. ≥50%), lymphovascular space invasion (absent vs. present), adjuvant 
treatment (sequential vs. sandwich), and vaginal cuff BRT (absent vs. present) were analyzed 
for association with OS and PFS. The χ2 test or student's t-test were used to analyze the 
differences in clinical and pathological factors between the sequential and sandwich arms. 
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Univariate analysis was performed via the log-rank test. Multivariate analysis was performed 
using the Cox proportional hazards model, using covariates with a p-value less than 0.10 
based on univariate analysis. All p-values <0.05 were statistically significant.

RESULTS

1. Patient characteristics
Patient characteristics of the entire cohort according to treatment arms are presented in 
Table 1. The median age of patients in the entire cohort was 61 years (range, 36–88 years). 
In most instances, the disease was at FIGO stage IIIC1. The predominant histology was 
endometrioid adenocarcinoma (72%), and non-endometrioid histology (papillary serous 
carcinoma [23 patients, 13%], sarcoma [11 patients, 6%], mixed tumor [11 patients, 6%], 
and clear cell carcinoma [5 patients, 3%]) was seen in 28% of patients. The median number 
of dissected and metastatic lymph nodes were 39 (range, 5–162 nodes) and 2 (1–61 nodes), 
respectively.

Ninety-six patients (54%) were treated with the sequential protocol and 83 patients (46%) 
were treated with the sandwich protocol. The patients in the sequential and sandwich arms 
were equally distributed, except younger patients (<60 years) who were primarily treated with 
the sequential method (p=0.02).

All patients received planned RT doses, but 144 patients (80%) completed ChT regimens 
as planned. In the sandwich arm, all patients received 3 initial cycles of ChT, whereas 67 
patients (81%) received 3 additional cycles after completion of RT, 12 patients (14%) had 2 
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Table 1. Patient and tumor characteristics according to ChT regimen
Patient characteristics All patients Sequential ChT Sandwich ChT p-value
Patient age 0.02

<60 yr 89 (50) 55 (31) 34 (23)
≥60 yr 90 (50) 41 (19) 49 (27)

Stage 0.27
IIIC1 120 (67) 62 (35) 58 (32)
IIIC2 59 (33) 34 (19) 25 (14)

Pathology 0.12
Endometrioid 129 (72) 65 (36) 64 (36)
Non-endometrioid 50 (28) 31 (17) 19 (11)

LVSI 0.67
Present 117 (65) 61 (34) 56 (31)
Absent 44 (25) 26 (15) 18 (10)
Unknown 18 (10) 9 (5) 9 (5)

Myometrial invasion 0.07
<50% 44 (24) 20 (11) 24 (13)
≥50% 123 (69) 66 (37) 57 (32)
Unknown 12 (7) 10 (6) 2 (1)

Grade 0.79
I 33 (18) 16 (9) 17 (9)
II 59 (33) 32 (18) 27 (15)
III 87 (49) 48 (27) 39 (22)

Vaginal BRT 0.07
Absent 91 (51) 55 (31) 36 (20)
Present 88 (49) 41 (23) 47 (26)

Values are presented as number (%).
BRT, brachytherapy; ChT, chemotherapy; LVSI, lymphovascular space invasion.
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cycles, and 4 patients (2%) received 1 cycle. In the sequential arm, 77 patients (80%) received 
all 6 cycles, 10 patients (12%) received 5 cycles, 5 patients (6%) received 4 cycles, and 1 
patient (1%) received 3 cycles of ChT before RT delivery.

2. Treatment outcomes
Median follow-up times for the entire cohort and survivors were 41 months (range, 5–167 
months) and 60 months (range, 6–167 months), respectively. The 3- and 5-year OS rates were 
79% and 64%, respectively, and PFS rates were 68% and 59%, respectively.

Of the 179 patients studied, 60 (34%) had disease progression, including 30 (50%) with 
distant metastases, 12 (20%) with pelvic recurrences, and 18 (30%) with both locoregional 
and distant metastasis at the last visit. Patients treated in the sequential arm had higher 
rates of disease progression than patients in the sandwich arm did (37 patients, 38% vs. 23 
patients, 28%; p=0.05). In sandwich arm distant metastasis rate was higher (20 patients, 
54%) compared to patients in sequential arm (10 patients, 43%), while local recurrence was 
more frequent in sequential arm (8 patients, 35%) compared to sandwich arm (4 patients, 
11%). At final follow-up, 121 patients (68%) were alive (9, 5% with disease) and 58 patients 
(32%) had died (52, 29% from EC; 6, 3% from other causes).

3. Prognostic factors for OS and PFS
The 5-year OS rates were significantly higher in the sandwich arm than the sequential 
arm (74% vs. 56%; p=0.03) (Fig. 1A). However, the difference between the sandwich and 
sequential arms for 5-year PFS rates was nearly significant (65% vs. 54%; p=0.05) (Fig. 1B). 
In univariate analysis, treatment strategy, age, FIGO stage, pathology, rate of myometrial 
invasion, and grade were significant prognostic factors for OS (Table 2). Similarly, age, 
FIGO stage, pathology, myometrial invasion rate, and grade were identified as significant 
predictors of PFS.

In patients with non-endometrioid histology, 5-year OS rates were 37% in the sequential arm 
and 59% in the sandwich arm (p=0.1) (Fig. 2A). The 5-year PFS rates for the sequential and 
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Fig. 1. (A) The OS and (B) PFS of patients treated with postoperative sandwich ChT (solid line) and adjuvant sequential ChT and RT (dashed line) in the entire cohort. 
ChT, chemotherapy; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; RT, radiotherapy.
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sandwich arms were 33% and 53%, respectively (p=0.06) (Fig. 2B). There was no significant 
difference in terms of OS (66% vs. 78%; p=0.2) and PFS (65% vs. 69%; p=0.5) between the 
sequential and sandwich arms in patients with endometrioid histology (Fig. 3A and B).
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Table 2. Univariate analysis of prognostic factors for OS and PFS
Patient characteristics 5-year OS (%) p-value 5-year PFS (%) p-value
Patient age 0.04 0.04

<60 yr 72 68
≥60 yr 56 50

Stage 0.001 0.004
IIIC1 74 68
IIIC2 45 45

Pathology <0.001 <0.001
Endometrioid 72 67
Non-endometrioid 43 40

LVSI 0.1 0.18
Absent 72 67
Present 58 55

Myometrial invasion 0.03 0.03
<50% 82 78
≥50% 62 56

Grade <0.001 0.003
I–II 74 67
III 53 51

Vaginal BRT 0.2 0.84
Absent 67 60
Present 60 59

ChT 0.03 0.05
Sequential 56 54
Sandwich 74 65

BRT, brachytherapy; ChT, chemotherapy; LVSI, lymphovascular space invasion; OS, overall survival; PFS, 
progression-free survival.
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Fig. 2. (A) The OS and (B) PFS of patients treated with postoperative sandwich ChT (solid line) and adjuvant sequential ChT and RT (dashed line) for patients with 
non-endometrioid histology. 
ChT, chemotherapy; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; RT, radiotherapy.
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In multivariate analysis, non-endometrioid histology, FIGO stage IIIC2 disease, and adjuvant 
sequential ChT and RT were negative predictors for OS (Table 3). For PFS, only non-
endometrioid histology was a significant prognostic factor in multivariable analysis.

4. Toxicity
Acute grade I–II GIS and GUS toxicities for the entire group were 55% and 38%, respectively. 
Grade III GIS toxicity was observed in 7 patients (4%), 3 patients in the sequential arm and 4 
patients in the sandwich arm. The incidence of acute grade I–II GIS toxicity in the sequential 
and sandwich arms were 56% and 54% (p=0.5), whereas the GUS toxicities were 40% and 
36% (p=0.4), respectively. Undesired treatment breaks during RT were seen in 35 patients 
(20%), 19 patients (11%) in the sequential arm and 16 patients (9%) in the sandwich arm 
(p=0.5). The median duration of treatment break was 5 days (range, 1–30 days). The incidence 
of grade >II neutropenia was 12% in the sequential arm and 9% in the sandwich arm (p=0.7). 
There were no treatment-related deaths in the cohort.
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Fig. 3. (A) The OS and (B) PFS of patients treated with postoperative sandwich ChT (solid line) and adjuvant sequential ChT and RT (dashed line) for patients with 
endometrioid histology. 
ChT, chemotherapy; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; RT, radiotherapy.

Table 3. Multivariate analysis of prognostic factors for OS and PFS
Variables Risk factors HR (95% CI) p-value
OS

Age (yr) >60 vs. ≤60 1.69 (0.93–3.06) 0.08
Pathology Non-endometrioid vs. endometrioid 2.16 (1.08–4.32) 0.03
Stage IIIC2 vs. IIIC1 2.01 (1.15–3.53) 0.02
Grade III vs. I and II 1.39 (0.67–2.86) 0.36
Myometrial invasion ≥50% vs <50% 2.19 (0.93–5.18) 0.07
ChT Sequential vs. sandwich 1.89 (1.04–3.45) 0.04

PFS
Age (yr) >60 vs. ≤60 1.67 (0.97–2.89) 0.07
Pathology Non-endometrioid vs. endometrioid 2.44 (1.28–4.65) 0.007
Stage IIIC2 vs. IIIC1 1.53 (0.90–2.58) 0.09
Grade III vs. I and II 1.02 (0.53–1.97) 0.64
Myometrial invasion ≥50% vs. <50% 2.00 (0.94–4.26) 0.07
ChT Sequential vs. sandwich 1.57 (0.92–2.69) 0.09

ChT, chemotherapy; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival.
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DISCUSSION

Our data supports that the sandwich therapy is feasible and efficacious in EC patients with 
lymph node metastasis. Non-endometrioid histology is an important prognosticator for 
both OS and PFS; additional negative prognostic factors for OS were para-aortic lymph node 
metastasis and sequential treatment strategy. All patients received the planned RT schedule, 
and 80% of patients completed the ChT regimens as planned. The tolerability of combined 
ChT and RT was high in either sequential or sandwich fashion, with no significant difference 
in acute GIS and GUS toxicity or neutropenia between the 2 different treatment modalities. 
No treatment-related mortality was observed.

The high incidence of local and distant recurrence in patients with stage IIIC EC requires 
adjuvant treatment strategies. Adjuvant RT and ChT are widely used for patients with 
locally advanced EC, but no optimal adjuvant therapy exists in this clinical setting 
[7,9,10,12,13,15,21,24,25]. Although many studies have analyzed the role of postoperative 
adjuvant RT in stage IIIC disease, the role of adjuvant RT remains controversial [9,10,25,26]. 
Mariani et al. [10] found that treatment with both adequate lymphadenectomy and RT is a 
significant independent predictor of pelvic failure. In a multi-institutional study with 116 
stage IIIC EC patients, Brown et al. [26] found the 5-year OS rates were significantly higher 
in patients who received RT compared to patients who did not (57% vs. 42%; p=0.001). 
The authors concluded that adjuvant RT may be specifically indicated in patients with 
endometrioid histology, high-grade tumors, and para-aortic lymph node metastasis. In a 
recent Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database study including 2,177 stage 
IIIC EC patients, the 3-year OS rates with and without RT were 81% vs. 68% (p<0.001) and 
cause-specific survival rates were 83% vs. 73% (p<0.001), respectively. In addition, the use of 
adjuvant RT was an independent prognostic factor for OS in multivariate analysis [9].

Although adjuvant RT demonstrates promising results for OS and better local and locoregional 
control, high rates of distant recurrences led to concerns about the insufficiency of RT alone for 
postoperative treatment of stage IIIC EC patients. Thus, numerous studies evaluated the role of 
adjuvant ChT in this group of patients, and the 5-year survival rates in these studies range from 
48% to 76% [7,27-30]. In a meta-analysis with 1,326 patients comparing postoperative ChT and 
RT, ChT was associated with a relative risk (RR) of death at 5 years of 0.87 [31]. Although ChT 
reduces the risk of developing the first recurrence outside the pelvis (RR=0.79, 0.68–0.92), ChT 
may be less effective than RT in pelvic recurrences (RR=1.28, 0.97–1.68). Because ChT reduces 
the risk of developing a metastasis, it adds value when used with RT. Thus, combining ChT and 
RT might potentially improve both local control and distant metastasis.

Recent prospective studies exploring the efficacy of combination of ChT and RT in advanced 
EC report improved survival with acceptable toxicity profiles [13,21,32,33]. Lupe et al. 
[21] analyzed the feasibility of 4 cycles of adjuvant paclitaxel and carboplatin interposed 
with RT and an additional 2 cycles of ChT for 33 advanced EC patients of all histologies 
in a phase II study. The 3-year OS and PFS rates were 53% and 68%, respectively, with 
3% pelvic relapse rates. A combined analysis of 2 randomized trials was recently pooled 
in response to poor accrual [13]. The entire cohort included disease stages II–IIIC with 
mostly endometrioid histology. The analysis of pooled data demonstrated a significant risk 
reduction in cancer-specific survival, a trend towards benefit in OS, and a 36% reduction 
in the risk of death in patients receiving multimodality therapy versus RT alone. Using the 
National Cancer Database (NCDB) with 6,720 patients, the combination of RT and ChT 
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was the strongest predictor for improved OS compared to RT or ChT alone [34]. In another 
NCDB study, Boothe et al. [12] found that the median survival for patients treated with 
ChT alone, RT alone, and combined ChT and RT were 5.6, 7.1, and 10.3 years, respectively 
(p<0.001). In addition to prospective trials, several retrospective trials support the efficacy 
of multimodality treatment compared to ChT or RT alone [26,35]. In a study with 66 EC 
patients with lymph node metastasis, Lee and Viswanathan [34] found that PFS and OS are 
significantly higher in patients treated with ChT and RT than in patients receiving RT alone.

The use of multimodality adjuvant treatment with ChT and RT in the treatment of stage 
III EC increases by 1.8% per year, compared to a 3.4% decrease per year in treatment with 
RT alone [9]. However, the optimal timing of ChT and RT and the optimal number of ChT 
cycles is still under debate because of the potential for alleviating toxicities. Initial ChT 
before subsequent RT may increase ChT-related hematological toxicities, so the capacity to 
complete the planned RT can be compromised [14]. In contrast, when RT is delivered before 
ChT, patients may be more susceptible to disease progression at sites outside the radiation 
fields [15]. Alternatively, a “sandwich” method involving 3–4 cycles of ChT followed by pelvic 
RT and 2–3 additional cycles of ChT theoretically diminishes hematologic toxicities and 
facilitates administration of both planned treatments [20,21]. This method may also provide 
a therapeutic benefit, with ChT helping to stave off distant metastasis and RT mitigating the 
local recurrence risk. Two prospective studies investigating the feasibility of the sandwich 
method in high-risk EC patients demonstrated the efficacy of this method, with 3-year OS 
rates in patients receiving sequential and sandwich treatment of 52% and 68%, and 3-year 
PFS rates of 54% and 53%, respectively [20,21]. In a phase II trial conducted in 42 patients 
with stage III, IV, and recurrent EC treated with adjuvant carboplatin and docetaxel followed 
by RT, Geller et al. [22] found that 3-year OS and PFS rates in patients receiving sandwich and 
sequential treatment were 90% and 71%, respectively. Other studies also reported the efficacy 
of the sandwich method over single modality treatment with 5-year OS ranging from 68% to 
88% and 5-year PFS rates ranging from 53% to 72% [15-17,21,34].

Although the efficacy and safety of the sandwich method over RT or ChT only has been 
demonstrated in numerous studies, the optimal sequence of administration of ChT and RT for 
patients with stage IIIC EC remains controversial. An NCDB study with 1,218 node-positive EC 
patients demonstrated that 5-year OS rates are better in sequential ChT and RT compared to 
concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CRT) (67% vs. 62%; p=0.004) [18]. Secord et al. [15] published 
a retrospective multicenter analysis with 109 advanced stage EC patients treated with a sandwich 
protocol, RT followed by ChT, or ChT followed by RT. The authors concluded the sandwich 
method is associated with improved survival in women with advanced stage disease compared 
to other sequencing modalities. Lu et al. [17] found no statistically significant difference in OS 
and PFS rates in 51 stage III EC patients with endometrioid histology treated with sequential or 
sandwich modality. In the present study, we found a significant difference in 5-year OS (56% vs. 
74%; p=0.03) and a trend for 5-year PFS rates (54% vs. 65%; p=0.05) in favor of the sandwich 
modality compared to the sequential modality. Additionally, in multivariate analysis, the 
sandwich method is associated with improved OS compared to the sequential method (HR=1.89, 
1.04–3.45; p=0.04). In Secord et al.'s study [15], only 48% of patients had endometrioid 
histology, whereas Lu et al. [17] evaluated only patients with endometrioid histology. In this 
study, although there was a statistically significant difference in OS and a trend for PFS between 
sandwich and sequential modalities in the entire cohort (72% with endometrioid histology), the 
significant difference between these 2 treatment modalities was lost when further analysis was 
performed for only endometrioid or non-endometrioid histology.
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The addition of a vaginal cuff BRT boost to external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) is often 
based on institutional preference with limited guidelines in this setting. Although early 
stage EC patients are often recommended vaginal cuff BRT because of the high rates of 
vaginal cuff recurrence, the risk of pelvic relapse is greater than vaginal vault recurrence for 
patients with stage IIIC disease, thus potentially reducing the therapeutic benefit of vaginal 
cuff BRT [9]. There is relatively little data regarding the role of BRT for stage III EC patients 
[9,36]. Huddleston et al. [35] found borderline significance for pelvic control (92% vs. 70%; 
p=0.056) but not for vaginal control (94% vs. 90%; p=0.50) in 100 patients (82 treated with a 
vaginal BRT and 10 not treated with vaginal BRT). Shaikh et al. [9] found the 3-year OS rates 
with or without BRT were 80.8% and 79.5%, respectively (p=0.6). Current guidelines leave 
the use of BRT to the discretion of the treating physician [37]. In our analysis, there was no 
improvement in OS or PFS with the addition of BRT to EBRT; thus, our results suggest that 
BRT should not be routinely added to EBRT for stage IIIC EC patients. Although patients with 
a positive vaginal cuff margin may benefit from aggressive local therapy including vaginal cuff 
BRT boost, we were unable to make a recommendation because data regarding local control 
according to margin status is lacking in our series.

The present study had clear limitations, primarily because of its retrospective nature. First, 
appreciation of overall toxicity may be confounded because toxicity analysis was performed 
retrospectively using patient charts. We could only analyze the acute toxicities seen during ChT 
and RT delivery; however, neurotoxicities caused by systemic ChT seen as late complications 
were not analyzed. Second, the surgical procedures may vary according to surgeons' 
preferences. However, to overcome surgical procedure bias, we only analyzed patients receiving 
a hysterectomy with systemic pelvic and para-aortic lymph node dissection. Lastly, although 
most of the patients (72%) had endometrioid histology, patients with non-endometrioid 
histology were also included in analyzes. However, our study had strengths in the large number 
of patients, long follow-up time, and homogeneous patient population that included only EC 
patients with lymph node metastasis. Only patients receiving adjuvant paclitaxel and carboplatin 
ChT either using the sequential or sandwich protocol were analyzed, because the efficacy of 
paclitaxel and carboplatin on OS and PFS had been demonstrated in a phase III trial [37].

Our study demonstrates that postoperative adjuvant ChT and RT for stage IIIC EC patients 
given in either sequential or sandwich fashion offers excellent clinical efficacy and acceptably 
low toxicity. Together, our data support the significant efficacy of the sandwich regimen 
compared to the sequential strategy for OS of stage IIIC EC patients. However, the significant 
improvement was lost for OS in a separate analysis for patients with endometrioid or non-
endometrioid histology. Besides sequential ChT and RT delivery, FIGO stage IIIC2 disease 
and non-endometrioid histology proved independently predictive of worse OS, whereas 
only non-endometrioid histology was a negative predictor for PFS. Further prospective 
randomized trials conducted on larger scales with well-defined patient populations are 
needed to better elucidate the impact of various sequencing schedules on clinical outcomes.
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